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living performance
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Living performance  
is the core of the Parador brand.  
For us, living means appreciating  
beauty. Performance is precisely that. 
Parador combines both at the highest 
level – and prepares the ground for 
individual living spaces. 



1. Our attitude is a clear compass 
that points to the future.

2. Inspirations from art,  
architecture and society  
give our products  
character and personality. 

3. The highest standards of  
quality “made in Germany and 
Austria“ are the foundation and 
drive for our work. 

4. An innovative spirit and excellent 
technology lead to results and  
awards recognised worldwide. 

5. Our floors promote healthy 
living, are low on emissions  
and create a pleasant living 
environment.

6. Sustainability is our foundation 
and goes hand in hand with our 
responsibility to preserve nature 
for the next generations.

Art of living
meets performance
The world is changing. Increasingly complex  
challenges and multi-faceted impressions create 
surprising movements, ultimately fashioning a new 
dimension to the value of home living. 

People who deal with forms of individual living 
and identify with their home in a new way turn  
into communities, who take care with their home 
surroundings. 

The criteria by which the quality of life and living 
are re-evaluated are changing. Parador products 
make a sustainable contribution in this regard.  
In them, beauty, design and technology, worth  
and longevity are combined to form a perceptible 
and emotional basis that withstands the demands 
of everyday life. 

In this respect, our aim is to earn the trust of  
our customers for everything that we do – with 
clear values and a clear attitude: we are genuine,  
innovative and ambitious. We are proud of  
combining valuable home living with artistic life 
through what we do. 

Living performance. 



a
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a, b Parador products are a  
homage to nature: its inspiring force  
is the best basis for our customers’  
homes.
c Real wood tells emotional and  
meaningful stories without words –  
yet formed with character over  
decades.
d, e At our sites in Coesfeld and  
Güssing, unique engineered wood  
flooring is created with plenty of flair.

We are Parador

b

a

The world may be speeding up –  
we live for lasting products that 
survive our times. Our real wood 
floors are the best evidence of this. 
Their timeless elegance results from 
the fact that they withstand life, 
develop a unique character and  
tell increasingly valuable stories.  
Parador engineered wood flooring, 
that is an appreciation in value 
through quality – also for  
generations to come.

Not all engineered wood flooring 
is the same. Our manufacturing 
process is characterised by 
high-quality raw materials,  
sophisticated technology and the 
experience of the people at the 
Güssing and Coesfeld sites.  
Expertise, flair and experience  
made in Germany and Austria allow 
products to be created that never go 
out of fashion. Even the structure of 
Parador engineered wood flooring is 
durable and dimensionally stable: 
we use a solid middle layer made of 
softwood, a stable counter layer and 
a top layer made of high-quality real 
wood, which are also equipped with 
a lacquered or naturally oiled surface –  
value retention guaranteed.

Parador

Innovation hub and material  
workshop, trendsetter and  
design leader: Parador is as  
versatile as the products for  
which the company stands. 

On the following pages we  
show what makes our wide offer  
so special: a declaration of love to  
the possibilities of customised  
room interior design with Parador  
engineered wood flooring. 
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We are never frivolous when it 
comes to handling the valuable 
resource that is wood. For the pro-
duction of engineered wood flooring 
we use timber from sustainable 
forestry, purchase materials from 
Europe and do not use any tropical 
timber. Parador engineered wood 
flooring promotes healthy living. The 
latest technology at the Güssing 
site also enables us to be particu- 
larly prudent in our use of natural 
resources. This active contribution 
to climate protection and our claim 
to have a transparent, committed 
environmental management system 
is regularly certified by leading 
institutes.

We think like a cottage industry –  
and combine this attitude with 
production excellence across the 
board. By combining wood types 
and colours, grains and textures, 
assortments and finishes, real  
wood floors are created that are as 
individual as the life plans of our 
customers. Fascinating products 
with a fascinating feel, collections 
designed down to the last detail: 
that is our claim and at the same 
time our commitment, because 
expertise, attentiveness and  
responsibility are firmly anchored  
in our understanding of quality. 

The dimension of selection options 
is the result of many years of  
competence in design and crafts-
manship, which are repeatedly 
reconfirmed by the growing demand 
and our collaborations with the 
relevant architects of our time.

We are Parador

“ Expertise, attentiveness  
and responsibility are  
firmly anchored in our  
understanding of quality.” 

c

d

e

Parador
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1744428

Trendtime 6
European maple grey
Vintage sawn texture
Living
extra matt lacquer

European maple grey is the contem-
porary interpretation of a classic in 
strip flooring design. The exclusive 
grey shade gives the wood type a 
completely new optical facet. At  
the same time, the vintage sawn 
texture and light liming allow a 
unique grid look to emerge on the 
plank – for an elegant, extraordinary 
floor.
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Engineered wood flooring

If it is a matter of genuineness,  
a warm homely feel and outstanding  
haptic qualities and designs, Parador  
engineered wood flooring is a real 
classic among particularly durable floors. 

Timeless and modern at the same 
time, due to its material quality, real 
wood is an essential part of sustainable 
and high-quality interior design. The 
refined impression of the surfaces of 
Parador engineered wood flooring is 
shaped by current influences from art 
and design, architecture and lifestyle.

With Parador engineered wood 
flooring, the valuable material that is 
wood is shown off perfectly – in a 
large variety and in four product 
lines.

The following is true for all collec-
tions: Parador Engineered wood 
flooring stands for a positive room 
climate, for health in the home and 
warmth: for quality and design that 
survives generations.

1744423

Trendtime 3 
Oak Chalet
Living
extra matt lacquer
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Trendtime
delights all those for whom the  
flooring is an expression of their 
attitude: the line combines a  
unique design spectrum for 
stylish furnishing in pace with 
the time with worth at the 
highest level.
Page 48

Edition
combines exclusive special 
collections – shaped by inter- 
national trends and cultural 
influences. Created by Parador 
itself and working together with 
renowned designers, the floors  
stand for unique design quality 
alongside the highest 
functionality. 
parador.de/en/design-collection

Engineered wood flooring collections

Parador real wood floors  
offer a large choice of engi-
neered wood flooring in four 
collections. The Basic, Classic, 
Trendtime and Edition collec-
tions are aimed at different 
target groups. They have one 
thing in common: they give 
rooms a special atmosphere –  
and stand for healthy living  
and value retention, across 
generations.

Basic
is our collection for all those 
who are price-conscious but
do not want to forego quality:  
in the Basic line you will find  
an impressive selection of 
attractive engineered wood 
floors, which turn any house 
into a real home.
Page 24 

Classic
is uncompromising in terms  
of quality, classic in its design 
and always a stylish basis for 
valuable home living. The  
Classic line is aimed at people 
with a high standard of design 
and quality.  
Page 32
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Parador

Iconics Our passion lifts 
the work on the product 

from rationality to the level of 
sensuality. In the product world, 
uniqueness is increasingly 
important: products with soul. 
We take this conviction into 
account with our new “Iconics” 
products. They are modern 
signs with iconographic poten-
tial – bold, extraordinary and at 
the same time relevant to the 
design of beautiful spaces with 
a special character.
Page 42

http://parador.de/en/design-collection
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Wood in all its facets: our unique 
engineered wood floors turn  
any place into a genuine home.
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Engineered wood flooring highlights

1744429

Engineered wood flooring 
Trendtime 8 
Oak Multiplank
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

1601582

Engineered wood flooring 
Trendtime 3 
Oak
Living
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1739923

Engineered wood flooring 
Classic 3060 
Larch
Rustikal
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

Wood embodies naturalness. Parador engineered 
wood flooring brings the best out of nature into the 
space – and shows off the living material of wood 
in an uncontrived and natural way.

Pure Wood

1744431

Engineered wood flooring 
Trendtime 8 
Beech elephant skin
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

Parador

Find the floor  
that suits you: 
parador.de/en/floorfinder

http://parador.de/en/floorfinder
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Engineered wood flooring highlights

Light Living
Light shades of wood give spaces a sense of lightness  
and puristic beauty – and open up new perspectives  
on the special finishing of the surfaces.

1744428

Engineered wood flooring  
Trendtime 6
European maple grey  
vintage sawn texture
Living
extra matt lacquer
4-sided bevel

1744430

Engineered wood flooring  
Trendtime 8
Oak Pinot Loftplank
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

1744423

Engineered wood flooring  
Trendtime 3 
Oak Chalet
Living
extra matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1744426

Engineered wood flooring 
Trendtime 4 
Oak Askada
Living
extra matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

Parador

You can find more about current  
trends and many suggestions for 
individual living room design at
parador.de/en/inspiration/trends

http://parador.de/en/inspiration/trends
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Engineered wood flooring highlights

Deep
Elegance
Dark engineered wood floors look dramatic and at the 
same time attractive and cosy. Their sublime elegance 
shows rooms off in an expressive fashion. 

1739954

Engineered wood flooring  
Trendtime 8 
Oak smoked elephant skin
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

1518242

Engineered wood flooring 
Classic 3060 
Oak smoked
Natur
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1743195

Engineered wood flooring 
Trendtime 3 
Walnut
Natur
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1739943

Engineered wood flooring 
Trendtime 6 
Oak noir sawn texture
Living
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

Parador
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Engineered wood flooring BasicParador

Our Basic collection reconciles  
price consciousness with  
sophisticated living. 

All products in the Basic 
collection are highly practical:  
they easily withstand everyday 
stresses and strains. 

The wide selection of attractive 
timbers, installation options and 
quality craftsmanship form a solid 
basis for any furnishing style.

1518261

Basic 11-5 
Oak
Rustikal
white natural oil
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Impregnation for enhanced swelling protection

Suitable for underfloor heating

Automatic click system

15
years 15-year guarantee
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Oak white pore
Rustikal
white matt lacquer

1595130

Oak
Rustikal
white matt lacquer

Oak
Rustikal
white natural oil

13660611518248
Canadian maple
Natur
matt lacquer

1595132

Oak Pure
Rustikal
matt lacquer

1595164

Oak
Natur
matt lacquer

1595131
Beech
Natur
matt lacquer

1569684

Knotty oak
Rustikal
matt lacquer

1518245
Walnut
Rustikal
matt lacquer

1569686

Oak
Rustikal
matt lacquer

1569685
Oak
Rustikal
natural oil

1518247
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Basic 11 - 5 – 3-strip

L 220 0 × W 18 5 × H 11.5 mm

Basic 11 - 5 – 3-strip

Simply enter the product 
number into the search field on 
our website and see brilliant, 
large, detailed images for each 
floor, even in a 3D-view. 
Whether you want a product 
comparison, material calculator 
or technical data – here you will 
find everything that gives you 
guidance when selecting your 
favourite product.
parador.de/en

Beech
Rustikal
matt lacquer

1518246

http://parador.de/en
http://parador.de/en
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Oak
Rustikal
matt lacquer 
4-sided mini bevel

Oak
Natur
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

Oak brushed
Rustikal
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

160146416014631697032

Oak
Rustikal
natural oil
4-sided mini bevel

1643835

Oak
Rustikal
white natural oil
4-sided mini bevel

1518261

Oak Pure
Classic
matt lacquer 
4-sided mini bevel

1595165

Oak brushed
Rustikal
white natural oil
4-sided mini bevel

1595135

Oak
Rustikal
white matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

Oak
Rustikal
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

13961141518250

Oak brushed
Rustikal
natural oil
4-sided mini bevel

1518264

Oak
Classic
natural oil
4-sided mini bevel

1518262
Oak
Rustikal
natural oil
4-sided mini bevel

1518249
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Basic 11 - 5 – wide plank

L 220 0 × W 18 5 × H 11.5 mm

Basic 11 - 5 – extra-sized wideplank

L 23 8 0 × W 23 3 × H 11.5 mm

The prevention of emissions and 
the return of recyclable materials 
into the production cycle, short 
transport routes and the use of 
natural and near-natural materials 
are what characterise Parador: 
using our expertise, we offer 
engineered wood flooring that 
comes from sustainably managed 
forests and controlled sources of 
supply.
Find out more about this on Page 72.

http://parador.de/en
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Despite its suitability for everyday 
use, Parador Engineered wood 
flooring loses nothing of its natural 
charm – for all those who love real 
wood and rightly expect that its type 
and surface harmonise with the 
individual furnishing and life style.

1697032

Basic 11-5
Oak brushed
Rustikal
matt lacquer
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Parador engineered wood flooring 
Classic makes its big appearance 
with all those who want to be 
independent of furnishing trends 
and yet place importance on 
individual interior design. 

Classic timelessly combines 
elegance with finishing quality – and 
prepares the ground for all those 
who surround themselves with 
things that are still beautiful and 
valuable after many years.

Parador
E
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Engineered wood flooring Classic

1739923

Classic 3060 
Larch
Rustikal
natural oil plus

Impregnation for enhanced swelling protection

Suitable for underfloor heating

Automatic click system

25
years 25-year guarantee
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Oak brushed
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel 
wide plank

Oak brushed
Rustikal
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel 
wide plank

Oak
Rustikal
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel
extra-sized wide plank

Oak brushed
Rustikal
white natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel 
wide plank

Oak soft texture
Rustikal
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel 
extra-sized wide plank

1744846

Oak
Natur
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel 
extra-sized wide plank

1744845

Oak brushed
Rustikal
matt lacquer 
4-sided mini bevel
wide plank

1744854

1744851

1744852

1744844

1744853

Oak
Living
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

Oak
Natur
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

Oak
Living
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

Oak
Natur
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

17448501744849

17448481744847

The product illustrations show  
only a small extract of the natural 
wood features and colours.  
You can find detailed assortment 
and product descriptions in our 
technical data sheets at 
parador.de/en/services/downloads/
engineered-wood-flooring
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Classic 3025 – extra-sized wideplank / wide plank

L 23 8 0 × W 23 3 × H 13 mm / L 220 0 × W 18 5 × H 13 mm

Classic 3025 – wide strip

L 1170 × W 120 × H 13 mm

http://parador.de/en/services/downloads/engineered-wood-flooring
http://parador.de/en/services/downloads/engineered-wood-flooring
http://parador.de/en
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Classic 3060 – 3-strip

Oak
Living
white matt lacquer

1247127

European maple
Natur
matt lacquer

Canadian maple
Natur
matt lacquer

1518086

1518122

Beech
Natur
matt lacquer

1518088
Beech
Living
matt lacquer

1518103

Beech Mont Blanc
Living
matt lacquer

1739899

Ash
Living
white matt lacquer

Ash Fineline pattern
Natur
white matt lacquer

1270338 1518121

1518103

Classic 3060
Beech
Living
matt lacquer

pa
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Classic 3060 – 3-strip

L 220 0 × W 18 5 × H 13 mm
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Oak graphite
Living
matt lacquer

1739901

http://parador.de/en
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Oak
Living
matt lacquer

1247126

Oak
Natur
matt lacquer

1518101

Knotty oak
Living
matt lacquer

1518102

Oak Fineline pattern
Natur
matt lacquer

Oak
Select
matt lacquer

Oak smoked
Living
matt lacquer

15181121518089

1518113

European cherry steamed
Natur
matt lacquer

1518115

European cherry steamed
Living
matt lacquer

1518116

Walnut
Natur
matt lacquer

Walnut
Living
matt lacquer

1518117 1518118

pa
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Classic 3060 – 3-strip

L 220 0 × W 18 5 × H 13 mm

Classic 3060 – 3-strip

When it comes to surface finishes, 
besides the “matt lacquer”  
finish Parador offers an “extra matt
lacquer” as well as the high- 
performance “extra matt lacquer 
professional” seal for all 
intensively used areas.
Find out more about this on Page 67.
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Oak
Living
natural oil plus

1739905

http://parador.de/en
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1744434

Classic 3060 
Oak Indian Breeze sanded
Natur
extra matt lacquer
Iconics

Lightness, light and sun: on Parador 
Iconics Indian Breeze, the dimen-
sions of unlimited design options 
are demonstrated in a perfectly 
handcrafted engraving.
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Parador Iconics

Oak sanded
Natur
extra matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

Oak Pure
Rustikal
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

1739912

1744433

“Wood, in 
conjunction with 
handcrafted 
perfection and 
design, becomes 
a work of art  
that shapes  
the floor.”

The dimensions of unlimited design 
options are demonstrated on it in a 
perfectly handcrafted engraving.

The feather embodies lightness and 
symbolically combines the power of 
light and sun with the strength of all 
that is natural. The flooring Indian 
Breeze, which emerged from this 
inspiration, presents itself in a light 
and buoyant manner. 

Oak
Rustikal
white matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1739929 white natural oil plus

1501312

Oak
Living
white matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1518128

Oak brushed
Rustikal
white natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

1739925

Oak
Natur
white matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1518125

Oak Muscat
Rustikal
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

Oak Pure
Natur
matt lacquer 
4-sided mini bevel

17399111601485

Oak Indian Breeze sanded
Natur
extra matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel
Iconics

1744434

pa
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Classic 3060 – wide plank

L 220 0 × W 18 5 × H 13 mm

http://parador.de/en
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Oak soft texture
Rustikal
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

Thermo oak medium brushed
Living
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

1739902 1739924

Larch
Rustikal
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

1739923

Larch smoked 
 soft texture
Rustikal
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

1739904

Oak
Natur
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1518124
Oak
Select
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1518123

Oak
Rustikal
lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1288415

Oak
Rustikal
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1358529

Ash
Living
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

1739922

Oak
Natur
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

1739903

Oak smoked
Rustikal
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

Oak smoked
Natur
matt lacquer 
4-sided mini bevel

Oak
Natur
extra matt lacquer professional
4-sided mini bevel

1744417

Lightly smoked oak
Rustikal
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

1739907
Oak brushed
Rustikal
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

1368979 matt lacquer

1739910

Oak
Rustikal
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

1739906

15182431518242

Ash
Living
white natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

1739926

Oak Indian Breeze smoked
Natur
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel
Iconics

1744436

Classic 3060 – wide plank

L 220 0 × W 18 5 × H 13 mm

Classic 3060 – wide plank
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Classic beauty: Parador  
engineered wood flooring  
Classic gives interior spaces  
a stylish touch and stands for  
homeliness with  character –  
for very different life styles. 

1739901

Classic 3060 
Oak graphite
Living 
matt lacquer
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Engineered wood flooring TrendtimeParador
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With Trendtime the choice to buy  
a real wood floor becomes a 
statement for unconventional 
home living at eye level with the 
design trends of our time.

The collection, by means of 
characteristic floors, with various 
formats, colours and textures, turns 
any home into a personal refuge.

Trendtime sets standards – for 
self-assured individuality in refined 
products.

1744430

Trendtime 8 
Oak Pinot Loftplank
Classic
natural oil plus

* Trendtime 3 with Allround-Click system

Impregnation for enhanced swelling protection

Suitable for underfloor heating

Automatic-Click system*

Handcrafted surfaces

25
years 25-year guarantee
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Oak Chalet
Living
extra matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

Oak smoked
Natur
extra matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1744423 1744419

Oak
Living
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

1739935

Oak Pure 
Living
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

Oak Castle
Living
extra matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1601580

Oak black
Living
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

Oak cream
Living
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1744422 1601584
Walnut
Natur
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

Oak nougat
Living
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1743195

1739933

Oak
Living
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1739932 1601582
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Trendtime 3 – strip (herringbone installation)

L 570 × W 9 5 × H 10 .5 mm

Trendtime 3 – strip (herringbone installation)

Besides large-format planks  
and current strip flooring looks, 
Loftplanks and Multiplanks  
are the format and installation 
highlights in the range. 
Herringbone is witnessing a 
revival and also setting 
self-assured trend standards  
as a timeless classic.
Find out more about this on Page 62.

http://parador.de/en
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Walnut
Natur
matt lacquer
4-sided bevel

Walnut Antique
Living
matt lacquer
4-sided bevel

1257369 1518200

Oak Askada
Living
extra matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1744426

Trendtime 4 – wide plank

1739938

Trendtime 4 
Oak nougat
Living
matt lacquer

Oak cream
Living
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1739937

American cherry
Natur
lacquer
4-sided bevel

1257371

Oak Chalet
Living
extra matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1744427
Oak nougat
Living
matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel

1739938

Oak Castle
Living
extra matt lacquer
4-sided mini bevel
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Trendtime 4 – wide plank

L 2010 × W 16 0 × H 13 mm

http://parador.de/en
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Oak noir sawn texture
Living
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel
wide plank

1739943

European maple grey  
vintage sawn texture
Living
extra matt lacquer
4-sided bevel
3-strip

1744428

Beech white sawn texture
Living
white matt lacquer
4-sided bevel
3-strip

1739940
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Trendtime 6 – wide plank / 3-strip

L 220 0 × W 18 5 × H 13 mm

Trendtime 8 – wide plank

L 18 82 × W 19 0 × H 14 mm

Oak limed handcrafted
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

Oak handcrafted
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

1739944

1739950

Beech elephant skin
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

1744431

Oak smoked grey handcrafted
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

1739951

Oak smoked stone handcrafted
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

1744432

Oak smoked handcrafted
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

1739945

Parador offers matching skirtings 
for every floor. Simply enter the 
product number of your favourite 
flooring into the search field on  
our website and you will be shown 
the skirtings that match it.  
parador.de/en

http://parador.de/en
http://parador.de/en
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Seaport Oak
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

1739958

Oak handscraped brushed
Classic
white natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

1739959

Oak Multiplank
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

1744429

Oak handscraped brushed
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

Oak elephant skin
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

1739952

Oak Pinot Loftplank
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided mini bevel

Oak tree plank
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

1739957

17399531744430

Oak smoked handscraped brushed
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

Oak smoked tree plank
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel

1739955 1739956

Oak smoked elephant skin
Classic
natural oil plus
4-sided bevel
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Trendtime 8 – wide plank

L 1882 × W 190 × H 15 mm

Trendtime 8 – wide plank

Simply enter the product 
number into the search field on 
our website and see brilliant, 
large, detailed images for each 
flooring, even in a 3D-view. 
Whether you want a product 
comparison, material calculator 
or technical data – here you will 
find everything that gives you 
guidance when selecting your 
favourite product.
parador.de/en

http://parador.de/en
http://parador.de/en
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1744431

Trendtime 8
Beech elephant skin
Classic
natural oil plus

Modernly interpreted beech  
impresses with its intensive and 
rounded brushing as a genuine 
barefoot flooring with a unique feel.
The combination of the striking 
texture, a special filling technique 
and the natural oil surface make this 
traditional wood type appear in a 
modern resplendence – and give it  
a stand-alone, contemporary 
character.
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Overview of engineered wood flooring rangeParador

Basic Classic Trendtime
Product range Basic 11-5 Classic 3025 Classic 3060 Trendtime 3 Trendtime 4 Trendtime 6 Trendtime 8

Assortment
Natur, Classic, 
Rustikal

Natur, Classic,  
Living, Rustikal

Select, Natur, Living, 
Rustikal Natur, Living Natur, Living Living Classic

Surface finish

Plank look 1
2
3
4
5

3-strip
Wide plank
Extra-sized wideplank
Wide strip
Strip (herringbone installation)

 1   2   3  2   3   4  1   2  5  2  1   2  2

Joint pattern
4-sided mini bevel (M4V)

4-sided bevel (4V)

The Iconics products are  
synonymous with Parador’s 
design and craftsmanship.

Guarantee

15 years 25 years 25 years 25 years 25 years 25 years 25 years

Format
(1,2) 2200 × 185 mm 
(3)    2380 × 233 mm

(2) 2200 × 185 mm
(3) 2380 × 233 mm
(4) 1170 × 120 mm

(1,2) 2200 × 185 mm 570 × 95 mm 2010 × 160 mm (1,2) 2200 × 185 mm 1882 × 190 mm

Plank thickness 11.5 mm 13 mm 13 mm 10.5 mm 13 mm 13 mm 14 mm / 15 mm

Structure 3-layer sandwich structure

Middle layer Solid softwood middle layer

Top layer approx. 2.5 mm approx. 2.5 mm approx. 3.6 mm approx. 2.5 mm approx. 3.6 mm approx. 3.6 mm approx. 3 mm / 4 mm

Swelling 
protection All-round lamella and  

top layer impregnation

Click
mechanism Automatic-Click system with  

long and end edge locking

Allround-Click System without  
left or right-hand strips for  
particularly simple installation

Underfloor 
heating/
cooling

Suitable for installation on  
underfloor heating and  
underfloor cooling

Individual look thanks to  
handcrafted surface treatment

Overview of engineered wood flooring range
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Parador

After installing engineered wood flooring Basic 11-5 “natural oil/ white natural oil”, an initial treatment with professional care  
oil is recommended.  
* Product Beech Trendtime 8 (Prod. no. 1744431) is not suitable for installation on underfloor heating and cooling.

After installing engineered wood flooring “natural oil plus / white natural oil plus”, no initial treatment must be performed.  
To retain the flooring’s value over time, however, regular maintenance is needed depending on use and wear.  

25
years

Lacquer Matt lacquer White matt lacquer Natural oil White natural oil Extra matt lacquer extra matt lacquer professionalWhite natural oil plusNatural oil plus



Basic 11-5 
2200 × 185  × 11.5 mm

Classic 3060 
2200 × 185 × 13 mm

Trendtime 6 
2200 × 185 × 13 mm

Basic 11-5 
2200 × 185 × 11.5 mm

Classic 3025/3060 
2200 × 185 × 13 mm

Trendtime 6: 
2200 × 185 × 13 mm

Basic 11-5 
2380 × 233 × 11.5 mm

Classic 3025 
2380 × 233 × 13 mm

Trendtime 3 
570 × 95 × 10,5 mm

Classic 3025 
1170 × 120 × 13 mm

Trendtime 8 
1882 × 190 × 14/15 mm

Trendtime 4 
2010 × 160 × 13 mm

6362

Engineered wood flooring plank formats
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2000 mm

2500 mm

1500 mm

1000 mm

500 mm

Parador
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Parador Technology

Parador engineered wood floors are  
particularly dimensionally stable thanks  
to their three-layer composition. The solid 
middle layer made of softwood and the 
stable counter layer form a solid basis for 
the durable top layer made of high-quality 
hardwood. Our floors are quick and easy  
to install due to the patented click  
mechanism. 

 The lamella impregnation on the end side 
as well as the all-round impregnated top 
layer ensure enhanced swelling protection. 
The planks are given a lacquer or natural oil 
surface finish – for a permanently beautiful 
floor.
parador.de/en/your-floor/
product-knowledge

Parador 
engineered wood flooring

No two engineered wood floors are  
the same. Yet as wide as our range of 
textures and assortments, planks and 
colours is, all Parador engineered wood 
floors have one thing in common: they 
combine stability, craftsmanship and 
natural beauty to make a floor for 
generations.

1 Top layer

2 Softwood middle layer

3 Counter layer

4 Click connection

4

1
2

3

* Trendtime 3 with Allround-Click system

Wood is a natural product 
and every plank is a unique specimen.

All-round lamella and top-layer  
impregnation for enhanced swelling protection

Suitable for installation  
on underfloor heating

Automatic-Click System with  
long and end edge locking*

http://parador.de/en/your-floor/product-knowledge
http://parador.de/en/your-floor/product-knowledge
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Parador Product knowledge

Rustikal

Classic

Living

NaturSelect

Handcrafted

Brushed texture Handscraped

Vintage sawn texture

More than a surface

Due to the different surface treatments, the character of the wood material is tangibly  
accentuated. For instance, in the case of our Elephant Skin surface texture, grains, knots and  
cracks are brought out; in the case of the brushed texture, stainless steel brushes are used for  
an authentic feel.
Handscraped surfaces are given an original character by being planed by hand.  
Handcrafted generates discreet features; the sawn texture and vintage sawn texture, which in  
addition reveal textures running lengthways, stand for an archaic look.  
The soft texture impresses by means of a deep, intensive brushing process with soft transitions.  
For valuable home living down to the last detail.

Bevel design

When installing flooring without 
a bevel, the planks are joined 
together without noticeable  
gaps, which creates a harmonious  
installation pattern.
 
 
In the case of the 4-sided bevel 
and the mini bevel, the all-round 
bevelled edges underline the 
natural quality of the floor,  
whereas the 4-sided bevel  
emphasises the planks more.

Not only the type of wood determines how the flooring looks, but also the 
assortment. Wood shows off the most varied traits from harmonious 
(Select) to balanced (Natur), vibrant (Classic) and lively (Living) through  
to particularly original (Rustikal).

Well sorted

natural oil plus
The special protection  
allows for a fuller feel with 
improved safety and  
performance for a home- 
ready floor.

white natural oil plus
In addition to natural oil plus:  
adjustment of colour and 
textural nuances in the wood  
by white colouring.

natural oil
The natural character of the 
wood is shown off. Its own 
patina develops with optimal 
protection.

white natural oil
In addition to natural oil:  
adjustment of colour and 
textural nuances in the wood  
by white colouring.

With Parador you can choose between natural oil, natural oil plus and  
a multi-layered lacquer finish. Whether you opt for lacquer or natural oil  
engineered wood flooring, is (almost) purely a matter of taste.  
Here are the benefits at a glance.

Our finishes

lacquer
The refined, satin gloss  
lacquer surface offers  
optimum protection against  
dirt and stress.

matt lacquer
The protective matt lacquer 
with the natural matt look of  
an oil treatment emphasises 
colour and texture.

white matt lacquer
In addition to matt lacquer: 
adjustment of colour and 
textural nuances in the wood  
by white colouring.

extra matt lacquer
The extra matt lacquer finish 
impresses with an even matter 
gloss level.

extra matt lacquer 
professional
The lacquer finish suitable for 
the contract sector combines 
the best possible long-term 
protection with an extra matt 
look. A high-performance seal 
for all intensively used areas.

You can find more 
information at
parador.de/en/your-floor/ 
product-knowledge/
engineered-wood-flooring

Elephant Skin

Sawn texture Soft texture

http://parador.de/en/your-floor/product-knowledge/engineered-wood-flooring
http://parador.de/en/your-floor/product-knowledge/engineered-wood-flooring
http://parador.de/en/your-floor/product-knowledge/engineered-wood-flooring
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Parador Accessories

Service with system: A perfect overall 
impression is down to the detail.  
That is why Parador provides  
exactly matching accessories for 
installation and care – for the joy  
of flooring. From the start.

Valuable information about accessories at
parador.de/en/your-floor/how-to

Parador floors can be easily installed  
with few additional tools:
parador.de/en/your-floor/product- 
knowledge/engineered-wood-flooring

Tools

Parador floors can be optimally installed for any application: our 
underlays even out small bumps and at the same time provide 
high compressive strength. With an integrated moisture barrier, 
the right product ensures the necessary moisture protection in 
case of mineral substrates.  
parador.de/en/services/faq/underlays

Underlays

http://parador.de/en/your-floor/how-to
http://parador.de/en/your-floor/product-knowledge/engineered-wood-flooring
http://parador.de/en/your-floor/product-knowledge/engineered-wood-flooring
http://parador.de/en/services/faq/underlays
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Parador Accessories

Parador offers a wide range of optically matching skirtings for a harmonious 
look to any product. Alternatively, the colours stainless steel, white and 
black or a primed surface for customised painting, give the opportunity  
to deliberately accentuate. Parador skirtings impress due to their easy  
fitting with clip technology (optional adhesive in adhesive groove). 
Our choice of caps rounds the range off. Simply perfect!  
parador.de/en/skirtings-accessories

Skirting boards

You can find helpful tips about 
straightforward installation of  
Parador engineered wood  
flooring here:  
parador.de/en/services/faq

When it comes to cleaning and maintenance,  
our accessories continue the high quality line of 
the Parador floors down to the last detail: Parador 
care accessories ensure a particularly long life 
cycle.
parador.de/en/your-floor/product-knowledge

With the Parador premium repair set, minor 
damage is soon rectified – because taking joy in 
our products for a long time is close to our hearts, 
even if some slight damage to the flooring is 
incurred from time to time.
parador.de/en/your-floor/product-knowledge

Cleaning and maintenance Repair

Parador profiles bridge, connect and create finishes for the  
perfect flooring aesthetics. As transition profiles, they connect 
floor coverings of the same height and provide the necessary 
expansion joints. Adapting profiles are used for the transition 
between different high floor coverings. End profiles create clean 
borders with tiles and doors. Stair edge profiles ensure durable 
transitions on steps. 
parador.de/en/your-floor/product-knowledge/skirtings-and-profiles

Profiles

http://parador.de/en/skirtings-accessories
http://parador.de/en/services/faq
http://parador.de/en/your-floor/product-knowledge
http://parador.de/en/your-floor/product-knowledge
http://parador.de/en/your-floor/product-knowledge/skirtings-and-profiles
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Parador Sustainability

We act sustainably, take responsibility for  
the future and are committed to bringing the 
environment, social issues and responsible 
business practices in perfect balance.

Émissions dans l‘air intérieur 
(Klasse A+)
This national classification valid 
in France indicates the quality of 
indoor air.

Real Wood
The “Real Wood” seal is only 
applied to solid and multi-layer 
real wood floors, which guarantee 
the authenticity of the product.

eco-Institut
Products with this seal meet  
the most stringent pollutant  
and emission requirements 
prescribed by the eco-INSTITUT.

TÜV Rheinland 
The TÜV test mark confirms 
independent monitoring of  
the quality, production and 
functionality of the products.

FloorScore®

FloorScore® is one of the 
best-known American 
certification programs that 
certifies floor coverings and 
related products for compliance 
with indoor air emissions.

PEFC™
This trademark is awarded to 
products that meet the 
requirements of the certification 
system for the documentation 
and improvement of sustainable 
forest management with regard 
to economic, ecological and social 
standards.

EPD
An EPD (Environmental Product 
Declaration) is based on ISO 
14025, the core element of 
which is the ecological 
assessment, in which the  
entire life cycle of a product  
is disclosed.

We say Yes to  
reducing CO2

Recyclable 
packaging

Production  
in Germany  
and Austria

Combined  
transport routes  
train / truck

Responsible  
production

Setting standards. Taking responsibility.

When it comes to manufacturing products 
that are healthy in the home, we use tested 
raw materials. During the manufacture of all 
Parador products, besides wood we use other 
high quality, recyclable and environmentally- 
friendly materials from monitored sources;  
engineered wood flooring is, of course,  
produced by us using timber from sustainably 
managed forests.

We are committed to our particular  
responsibility for the environment. Wood is  
sustainable and actively contributes to climate 
protection. Once installed, all Parador products 
are characterised by a long life cycle. Where we 
can, we use materials that can be easily reused 
in terms of energy and material. 

We are continuously certified by independent  
institutions. Production, materials and products 
from Parador go beyond statutory requirements 
when it comes to meeting the value standards of 
a brand with responsibility. We are the first and 
only flooring manufacturer in Germany to be 
EMAS-certified since 2015: EMAS is the most 
demanding system worldwide for environmental 
management.

Plant-for-the-Planet. Since 2011 Parador has 
been a partner of the “Plant-for-the-Planet“ 
foundation, which campaigns worldwide for 
reforestation and climate justice. We support the 
initiative with tree-planting campaigns, as a result 
of which almost 200.000 trees have been planted 
by Parador alone.

Der Blaue Engel
(The Blue Angel)
“Der Blaue Engel” certifies that 
Parador products are low on 
emissions based on the current 
award principles.
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Parador

Be inspired by international design 
trends and the elegance of timeless 
furnishing styles: you will find 
everything about our comprehensive 
range, the company and new products 
and innovations from the Parador 
stable at parador.de/en

Inspiration

You can find out more information 
about us, our quality and design 
standards and about our products 
on parador.de/en. If you have any 
questions, we will be happy to help 
you. We thank you for your visit!

Service and contact

Experience your ideal floor directly  
in your own home with one click. You 
only need your smartphone and any 
room in your home is fitted with  
a new Parador floor. 
parador.de/en/your-floor/room-designer 

Room designer

Which floor covering is the right one  
for your home? With the Floor Finder 
we help you to find the right product  
for your requirements. To do so, simple 
answer a few questions, and our Floor 
Finder will recommend the perfect  
floor for you.
parador.de/en/floorfinder

Floor Finder

Do you have any questions about the selection 
of products or technical questions regarding our 
products? Then give us a call. Our advice team 
will be happy to help you.

+49 (0) 2541 736 678

Monday to Friday 8 a.m. – 7 p.m.
at local rate from a German landline 

Service hotline

Click on the  
room designer icon 

on the  
product detail page

http://parador.de/en
http://parador.de/en
http://parador.de/en/your-floor/room-designer
http://parador.de/en/floorfinder


الملكة العربية السعودية / الرياض:
فرع 1 حي المعذر الشمالي - شارع التخصصي
هاتف: 0966112154510 / جوال: 0966550935399
فرع 2  حي المرسالت - طريق الملك عبد هللا
هاتف: 0966114069040 / جوال: 0966558001967

مبيعات المشاريع: 0966559332616

www.woodconcept.com.sa

info@ woodconcept.com.sa

WoodConceptKSA woodconceptsa woodconceptksa




